


The Kobalt 40V Max Outdoor Power Equipment (OPE) line 
features 7 tools tough enough to take on anything you need to do 
in your yard. The complete line includes a string trimmer, a hedge 
trimmer, two mowers, a blower, a chainsaw, and a polesaw — 
all working off the same rechargeable, interchangeable battery 
platform. If the battery in one tool runs out, just pop in a battery 
from one of the other tools in the line and keep on going. By 
switching out batteries as you go, the Kobalt 40V Max line will 
probably run a whole lot longer than you can. 

The heart of the Kobalt OPE line is a high-performance 40V Max, 
lithium-ion battery platform that delivers fade-free performance 
— that means every battery, every tool delivers full power up until 
the point where the battery runs out of juice. Then you just pop in 
another battery and keep working at full power. 

There are other tools that run off gas or with cords that do 
a lot of the same jobs as the Kobalt 40V Max line — but the 
Kobalt OPE line does them better and easier. Since the Kobalt 
40V Max line runs off rechargeable batteries, there’s no gas to 
refill. No pull cords. No fumes. No messy gas or oil to mix. And 
no extension cords to get tangled up in or to cut while you’re 

trimming. And that’s the kind of freedom you need when 
you’re working around the house. 

Kobalt built its reputation on tough, dependable lines of hand 
tools and mechanics tools with distinctive, industry-leading 
features — and now the Kobalt 40V Max line is the next step in 
that tradition of toughness. 

The Kobalt team really rolled up its sleeves when developing the 
Kobalt 40V Max line. We invested countless hours in consumer 
and product research, product design, and exhaustive quality 
assurance testing to bring you outdoor power tools that deliver 
the perfect balance between performance and affordable value. 

Need proof? These tools are so tough that Kobalt stands 
behind them with a best-in-class, 5-year hassle-free 
guarantee— and they’re only available at Lowe’s.

To see how all seven tools in the Kobalt 40V Max  
line give you the power to team up on your yard,  
visit Lowes.com/Kobalt40

Lowes.com/Kobalt40

Seven tough tools. One versatile battery.



Kobalt® 40V Max String Trimmer/Edger
 
Most cordless string trimmers are single-line models, 
but the Kobalt string trimmer cuts with two lines, which 
normally you’ll find only on gas-powered trimmers.  

With its dual line, the Kobalt string trimmer cuts a path 12 
inches wide. And since the line feeds automatically, you 
can trim faster without stopping, because you don’t have to 
bump the cutting head to get more line.

A variable speed trigger gives you more power control and 
also makes it easy to maneuver around landscaping.

So how long does that power last? You can cut up to 1.75 
miles on a single battery charge, which gives you plenty of 
time to tackle your entire yard.

The Kobalt cordless 40V Max string trimmer is also as tough 
as it powerful. Most string trimmers are designed to break 
down into separate parts, or have wobbly wheels when you 
convert them to an edger. But not the Kobalt string trimmer

This is one serious, full-sized trimmer  — just flip over its 
wraparound handle and start edging. 
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Kobalt® 40V Max Blower 
 
The Kobalt 40V Max Blower delivers performance that’s 
surprising for a battery-powered blower — and you never 
have to fight with extension cords, fumes, mess, noise, or 
pull cords like you do when using a gas-powered model.

Unlike a lot of other cordless models, the Kobalt 40V Max 
Blower is not just some sweeper for blowing clippings off 
your driveway. 

This blower is capable of moving 250 cubic feet of air per 
minute, with a wind speed of 140 miles per hour. That’s 
power comparable to gas-powered blowers — so yes, you 
bet it can clear leaves off your lawn. 

It’s lightweight — just 5.2 pounds — with a compact design 
perfectly balanced for moving debris around your yard, and 
a variable speed trigger to help you control all that power.
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Kobalt® 40V Max Hedge Trimmer

The Kobalt 40V Max hedge trimmer combines incredible 
cutting speed and power with the freedom of working 
without a cord.

With a cutting speed of 2800 strokes per minute and an 
industry-maximum, 3/4-inch cut capacity, the Kobalt 40V 
Max hedge trimmer can tear through hedges and shrubs in 
nothing flat.

Its 24-inch, dual-action blades also extend your reach so 
you can make short work of those tough-to-reach spots.

And since the Kobalt hedge trimmer is powered by a 
rechargeable 40-volt, lithium-ion battery, there are no extension 
cords to get tangled up in or to cut while you’re trimming.
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Kobalt® 40V Max 20-in Mower 

The Kobalt 40V Max Doublecut mower is powered by two 
batteries – one 2.0 Amp-hour Quick-Charge battery and 
one 4.0 Amp-hour Long-Run battery.

It delivers power and performance without having to put up 
with fumes, noise, messy gas refills, or pull cords.

With this dual-battery system, one battery automatically 
switches over to the other, extending the mower’s run time 
without having to stop to swap them out.

Its dual blades give you the superior cutting capacity 
you need to power through tough grass, while its 2-in-1 
mulching / bagging feature gives you a couple of ways to 
keep your lawn clean and healthy.

The Kobalt OPE Doublecut mower is lighter and quieter 
than many gas mowers, and changes mowing height easily 
with a 7-position single-level height adjuster. 

Its cushion-handle grip is also designed to keep your hands 
comfortable while mowing. 



Kobalt® 40V Max 19-in Mower 

The Kobalt 40V Max 19-inch mower comes with a 2.0 Amp-
hour Quick-Charge and a 4.0 Amp-hour Long-Run battery. 
When one battery runs out, just swap it out and keep mowing. 

A versatile 3-in-1 feature gives you the freedom to switch 
back and forth from your choice of mulching, rear bagging, 
or side discharge options.

It has a tough, 19-inch steel cutting deck, with 10-inch rear 
wheels and 7-inch front wheels to help you cover ground quickly.

No matter how long it’s been since the last time you 
mowed, the 19-inch model’s 7-position, single-level height 
adjuster makes mowing easy.

It also has a cushion-handle grip to keep your hands 
comfortable while mowing. 
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Kobalt® 40V Max Chainsaw

This chainsaw delivers all the power and performance you 
expect from a serious chainsaw, without the pain of having 
to mix oil, refill gas, pull start cords, or put up with annoying 
fumes and noise.

The Kobalt 40V Max chainsaw gives you the power to make 
up to 75 cuts on 4x4 pressure-treated lumber with a single 
battery charge.

It’s 12-inch steel bar is sized just right to take on almost any 
job in the yard, while its low-kickback chain helps you cut 
back everything but your safety.

An automatic oiler and tool-free chain-tensioning make 
maintenance as easy as this chainsaw is tough.
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Kobalt® 40V Max Pole Saw 

The Kobalt 40V Max pole saw gives you the ability  
to take tree trimming to new heights.

Use the optional extender to reach heights of up to 
10 feet, 9 inches, or remove it to give the saw greater 
maneuverability and control.

Easy-to-adjust chain tensioning also helps you cut down on 
maintenance with less downtime while you work.



Kobalt® 40V Max Battery 

The source of the Kobalt 40V Max line’s nearly inexhaustible 
performance is its rechargeable, interchangeable, lithium-
ion battery technology. 

This lithium-ion battery system generates up to 40 volts of 
hard-working power that won’t drop off or fade until the 
battery runs out of juice completely, yet it’s versatile enough 
to work with every one of the seven tools in the Kobalt 40V 
Max line.

The 4-Amp-hour Long-Run battery gives your Kobalt 
outdoor power tools incredible runtime – it comes standard 
with both mowers or can be purchased separately.

The 2-Amp-hour Quick-Charge battery balances a long 
runtime with a surprisingly fast 60-minute recharge time.

Whether you pick up multiple batteries or several different 
tools, every battery backs up each tool in the Kobalt 40V 
Max line. Just pop one battery in a tool or in the charger, 
and get down to business. When the battery you’re using 
runs out of juice, just swap it out for a fresh one and finish 
what you’re doing. 

Each battery is backed by a best-in-class three-year, 
hassle-free guarantee.
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Kobalt® 40V Max Lithium-ion Battery and Charger 


